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Abstract. Spin transport in grapheme-boron nitride nanoribbons with transitional metal
impurities was investigated in the framework of density functional theory calculations.
Several structures with substitutional magnetic impurities on boron and nitrogen are
investigated. Following relaxations, the formation energies are calculated. The ballistic
spin currents are obtained using non-equilibrium Green’s functions formalism and the
spin current polarization is extracted. Relatively high spin current polarizations, as well
as pronounced spin current switching behaviors are obtained, depending on the type of
the transitional metal impurity. Spin density maps confirm the two types of spin transfer
characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Efficient spin filters are highly important for the future spintronic devices.
New developments indicate the possibility of using diluted magnetic
semiconductors [1–3] as spin injectors. One example of this type is the hexagonal
boron nitride (hBN) monolayer, doped with transitional metal impurities [4, 5].
This is an isomorph of graphene [6–9], with a very similar lattice constant, but
rather different electrical properties [10].
Boron nitride is a material from the III-V group with a wide band gap and
high chemical stability. The bulk material presents three crystalline forms, namely
hexagonal (graphite-like), cubic (sphalerite) and wurtzite. Hexagonal BN has a
honeycomb appearence obtained by alternating boron and nitrogen atoms. These
are bound in hexagonal layers by strong covalent bonds, while the layers are beeing
hold together by weak van der Waals forces. The hBN monolayer is also a
promising dielectric, in contrast to graphene, which is a zero-bandgap semiconductor.
Hybrid graphene-hBN materials have been synthesized [11, 12], combining
the properties of the large bandgap-hBN semiconductor with conductive properties
of graphene. In-plane heterostructures using graphene and hBN have been recently
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produced [13]. The shapes of the two domains were controlled using lithography
pattering and sequential CVD growth steps. Hybrid structures of this kind, with a
single atomic layer, can provide the building blocks for the next generation of
flexible two-dimensional electronic and opto-electronic devices. Furthermore a
number of applications have been developed, such as field effect transistors [14, 15],
atomically thin circuitry [16], resonant tunneling diodes [17], pressure sensors [18],
applications using transport gap engineering [19] and other tunneling devices [20].
The two-dimensional BNC monolayer may be truncated to obtain narrow
nanoribbons. As contact electrodes, the zigzag graphene nanoribbon [21, 22]
(zGNR) is used, which is always metallic. This is in contrast with the zigzag
counterpart, where a gap developes when the width of the nanoribbon is decreased.
Due to the very small mismatch between the zigzag BN nanoribbon (zBNNR)
segment and the zGNR, a natural coupling is ensured. The spin transport has been
investigated in this setup, with manganese impurities substitutional on boron [23,
24]. A very recent study investigates spin filtering and magneto-resistive effects at
graphene/hBN interface using ab initio calculations [25].
In contrast to the bulk systems, here the spin transport is largely influenced
by the edge states. Similar features are found in other quasi-one dimensional
magnetic nanostructures made of group-III nitrides, such as nanowires with
transitional metal impurities (TM), where the surface states have a large impact on
the spin current polarization [26–31]. These quasi one-dimensional devices based
on III-V semiconductors with transitional metal impurities indicate rather good
spin-filter properties and characteristic spin switching behavior.
In this paper the spin transport is investigated in BN nanoribbons connected
to metallic graphene electrodes, which contain different TM impurities (Co, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Ni), substitutional on either boron or nitrogen. A comparative analysis of
the spin transfer characteristics for different types of magnetic impurities is
performed, pointing out two types of behaviors – spin filter and spin current
switch. Some of the samples indicate features specific to resonant tunneling such as
negative differential conductivity.
2. METHOD
The pristine structure is a nanoribbon with a double graphene-hBN
heterojunction as described in Ref. [22]. The BN segment consists of 8 boron and 8
nitrogen atoms, while the graphene electrodes are semi-infinite with the same
cross-section. The zigzag configuration was chosen since the zGNR is always
metallic even for very narrow widths, which is not the case in the armchair
configuration. The edges are hydrogen passivated.
Next, transitional metal impurities are introduced at the locations indicated in
Fig. 1. Structural relaxations are performed in the DFT framework, using SIESTA
code [32, 33], which uses an efficient set of numerical atomic orbitals. The
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localized basis set allows linear scaling of the computational time with the size of
the system. The structures are relaxed until all forces are less than 0.04eV/Ǻ. The
maximum displacement during the relaxation was 0.1Ǻ. The exchange-correlation
functional used is the one proposed by Ceperley and Alder in the local spin density
approximation. A Monkhorst-Pack scheme with 1 × 1 × 10 mesh points was used
for sampling the Brillouin zone.
The initial out of the plane displacement of the TM impurities is followed by
a local deformation of the lattice. The resulting bonding lengths are presented in
the Table 1. One can see that there is a general trend of decreasing bonding length
with increasing the atomic number. An exception is Mn impurity which has larger
bonds than Cr and Fe, for both types of substitutions. The Ni impurity substituted
on nitrogen indicates also a slightly larger bonding length. Note that the magnetic
impurity has three nitrogen first order neighbors, when substituted on boron and
three boron neighbors for the nitrogen substitution as one can see from Fig. 1.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 – Simulation model structures consisting of graphene electrodes and hBN segment with one Co
impurity subtitutional on boron (a) and nitrogen (b).
Table 1
Bonding lengths (averaged over the nearest neighbor) between the transitional metal impurity
substituted on boron or nitrogen and the nearest neighbor, i.e. nitrogen and boron, respectively.
The values are given in Å
B
N

Cr
1.88
2.44

Mn
1.95
2.64

Fe
1.84
2.09

Co
1.80
1.81

Ni
1.79
1.83

Table 2
Formation energies for the structures with TM impurities substituted on boron and nitrogen.
The values are given in eV
B
N

Cr
1.06
3.81

Mn
2.02
5.35

Fe
3.49
7.37

Co
4.71
7.32

Ni
5.59
6.78

The formation energies of the point-like defects can be calculated from the
following relation:
tot
E f = Estot − EBNC
− nB µ B − n N µ N − n X µ X ,

(1)
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tot
where Estot is the total energy of the structure with one TM impurity, EBNC
is the
total energy of the pristine BNC structure, n B , N , X are the numbers of particles

exchanged with the reservoirs and µ B , N , X are the chemical potentials of B, N and
the TM impurity X (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni). The chemical potentials are calculated
from the alpha phase of boron, molecular N2 and bcc-Cr, bcc-Fe, fcc-Ni bulk
systems. The formation energies for the two types of substitutions are given in
Table 2. The general trend observed for boron substitutions is an increase in the
formation energy as the atomic number is getting larger. For the nitrogen
substitutions, the maximum Ef is reached for the Fe impurity. The structures with
nitrogen substitutions have larger formation energies, which is in agreement with
the calculations performed on an infinite two dimensional BN lattice with Mn
impurities [5]. In the present study, the finite width of the nanoribbon together with
the presence of graphene electrodes leads to smaller formation energies, compared
to the infinite two dimensional system.
The magnetic moments of the magnetic impurities were set to up–spin
configuration during the spin constrained DFT calculations.
The spin transport is analyzed using the Green’s functions formalism,
implemented in TRANSIESTA [34]. The ballistic transmission functions provide
the current for each spin state:
I↑/↓ =

e
dET↑ / ↓ ( E )  f L ( E − µ L ) − f R ( E − µ R )  ,
h∫

(2)

where T ↑ / ↓ is the spin dependent transmission function, f L / R and µ L / R are the
occupation functions and chemical potentials, respectively. In the limit of low
temperatures considered here, the integral defined in Eq. (2) is evaluated on the
range [µL, µR] and the occupation functions f L / R are assumed to be step functions.
The total transmission function T = T ↑ + T ↓ is found from:
(3)
r/a

where G are the retarded/advanced Green’s functions, while the couplings
between the active region and the contacts are accounted by the self-energies Γ L / R .
One can define a spin current polarization at a certain bias as the ratio
between the spin current difference and the total current:

PI =

I↑ − I↓
I↑ + I↓

.

(4)

This quantity is important in establishing the quality of a spin filter or a spin
current switching device. For the former, one needs high values for the absolute
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value for the spin current polarization, ideally |PI| = 1, while for the latter, a rapid
change in the spin current polarization dPI/dU is sought.
3. RESULTS

The spin dependent transmission functions for structures with TM impurities
substitutional on boron and nitrogen are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The
data is obtained for zero bias and is relevant for the linear (small bias) regime. One
can define a transmission polarization coefficient in a similar way as in Eq. (4),

PT =

T↑ − T↓
T↑ + T↓

.

As indicated in Table 3, for the systems with TM impurities substituted on
boron, one finds relatively large up-spin polarization for Cr and Mn, a large downspin polarization for Co and quite small values for Fe and Ni. For the substitutions
on nitrogen, one observes very small values for PT in the case of Mn, Co and Ni,
while for Cr and Fe average polarizations for the down-spin and up-spin are found,
respectively. These values for the transmission polarization coefficient can be
correlated with the spin current polarization, which are discussed later.
Table 3
The transmission polarization coefficient at Fermi energy, for U=0 V
B
N

Cr
0.76
-0.22

Mn
0.85
0.04

Fe
0.20
0.29

Co
-0.89
0.01

Ni
-0.14
0.12

The spin transfer characteristics are next investigated for each impurity type
and for both boron and nitrogen substitutions as a function of applied bias.
The pristine BN nanoribbon system with graphene electrodes is poorly
conductive, due to the large bandgap of the semiconducting segment. The role of
hBN is evidenced as several gaps appear in the density of states of the ideal
graphene nanoribbon [20]. These gaps tend to close once a transitional metal
impurity, such as Mn, is introduced.
Figures 5 and 6 show the spin resolved currents for the two types of
substitutions. A typical feature observed in resonant transport is the negative
differential conductivity. This was also found here, in systems with Cr and Ni
substituted on boron and for all systems with substitutions on nitrogen, except Co.
The presence of TM impurities also produces an enhancement in conduction,
compared with the pristine graphene-hBN-graphene nanoribbon. Larger currents
are observed for samples with Cr, Co substituted on boron and for the samples with
Mn, Ni substituted on nitrogen. More important is however the spin separation
which occurs in the presence of the TM impurities.
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Fig. 3 – Spin dependent transmission functions for structures with TM substitutions on boron: T↑
(black/positive), −T↓ (red/negative) and the transmission polarization coefficient (green/dashed).

Fig. 4 – Spin dependent transmission functions for structures with TM substitutions on nitrogen:
T↑ (black/positive), −T↓ (red/negative) and the transmission polarization coefficient (green/dashed).
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Fig. 5 – Spin currents for systems with transitional metal impurities (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) substituted
on boron: I ↑ (circles/black), I ↓ (squares/red), total current (diamonds/green).

Fig. 6 – Spin currents for systems with transitional metal impurities (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) substituted
on nitrogen: I ↑ (circles/black), I ↓ (squares/red), total current (diamonds/green).

Using the data presented in Figs. 5 and 6 one can calculate the spin current
polarization, according to Eq. (4), as a function of applied bias. The results are
indicated in Fig. 7. First of all, one can see a gradual change in the spin current
polarization for the different TM impurities in increasing atomic number. As it was
mentioned in the previous section, two types of spin transfer characteristics may be
found, namely of spin-filter and spin current switch. In the former category are
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found the systems with Mn and Co substituted on boron, while in the latter one
may include samples with Co substituted on nitrogen and Ni on boron.
The sample containing Co substitutions offers an noteworthy example for the
two types of spintronic behaviors. The spin-filtering effect is rather robust with
high values (>80%) on the entire bias range. This values are larger than in other
group-III nitrides quasi-one dimensional systems with TM impurities [26, 27]. On
the other hand the spin switching behavior is also very pronounced as the
polarization has a rather sharp increase at 0.65V.

Fig. 7 – Spin current polarization for systems with transitional metal impurities (Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni)
substituted on boron (circles/red) or nitrogen (squares/blue).

The spin densities are represented in Fig. 8 in order of further investigate this
rather different behaviors in the spin transfer characteristics obtained in the
structures with Co substitutions. One can see that in the case of boron substitution
the spin density located around the Co impurity is significant at both low and high
bias. Therefore the two spin states are scattered differently and, as a result, the
large spin current polarization is achieved. By contrast, in the case of the nitrogen
substitution, there is a large difference in the spin density located at the impurity
site for the two biases. At small bias, the absence of the spin polarization on the Co
impurity results in a lack of spin separation. However at large bias, the spin density
becomes comparable with the one corresponding to boron substitution and the spin
current polarization increases significantly. The structure therefore behaves a spin
current switch. One should also note the higher polarization of the edge atoms,
which play the most important role in the spin transport [17].
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(a) Boron substitution:

U=0.1V

U=1.0V

(b) Nitrogen substitution:

U=0.1V

U=1.0V

Fig. 8 – Spin density for the structure with Co impurity substituted on boron (a) and nitrogen (b),
at low bias (U=0.1V) and at high bias (U=1.0V).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The spin transport properties were investigated in boron nitride nanoribbons
with transitional metal impurities (Co, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni), connected to graphene electrodes.
Performing contrained spin DFT calculations, the structures are relaxed and
the formation energies of the point-like defects are extracted. These provide
information about stability of different structures, depending on the type of
substitution, i.e. boron or nitrogen.
The spin resolved currents are obtained, revealing negative differential
conductance for many of the samples, especially those with substitutions on
nitrogen. Introducing the transitional metal impurities, the conductance is also
increased, compared with the pristine system.
The spin current polarization is obtained and two types of spin transfer
characteristics are pointed out: spin filtering and spin switching effects. Belonging
to the former class are systems with nearly constant and high values of spin current
polarizations, such as the systems with Mn and Co substituted on boron. The
values are larger than in other quasi one-dimensional TM-doped systems, made of
group-III nitrides. The latter class of spintronic devices corresponds to a significant
and sharp increase in the spin current polarization and is represented by the
samples with Co substituted on nitrogen and Ni substituted on boron.
The systems with Co substitutions are further analyzed in detail. The spin
density analysis explains the different behavior for the two types of substitutions, at
low and high biases.
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To conclude, the comparative analysis performed on graphene-hBN systems
with different transitional metal impurities indicates the structures are promising
candidates for future spintronic devices, either as efficient spin injectors or as spin
commutators.
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